
Bread of Life

2 Samuel 18:5-9, 15, 31-33; Psalm 130; Ephesians 4:25—5:2; John 6:35, 41-51*

Here we are again in the Gospel of John where nothing is as it first appears. It is complex, full

of hidden meanings, this Gospel. Right from the first, people have trouble figuring out who Jesus

really is. 

This gospel opens with those majestic cadences that we love to hear read on Christmas, “In

the beginning was the Word…and the Word (the eternal Logos of God), came and dwelt among us.”

Next thing we know there’s John the Baptist preaching in the wilderness, pointing to this young man

Jesus of Nazareth. John doesn’t say, “I want you to meet a cousin of mine, Jesus from Nazareth.”

No, John cries out, “Behold the Lamb of God who takes away the sin of the world!” 

In this Sunday’s Gospel Jesus says, “I am the bread of life.” Whatever Jesus means by this, it

can’t be some wooden, literal meaning. It doesn’t make much sense if you try to take that one

literally. Bread is bread, and a human is a human. They just never can be the same thing. 

That’s the way people in the crowd around Jesus were thinking when Jesus said this to them.

And when he said that he had come down from heaven, they murmured to one another in their literal-

minded confusion, “Hey, wait a minute,  isn’t this Jesus, the son of Joseph, whose father and mother

we know so well? How can he now say, I have come down from heaven?” 

Why does Jesus talk like this? Why doesn’t he say plainly what he’s talking about? Come on,

Jesus, tell it straight. Who are you anyway? And what are you up to? 

In John’s Gospel, Jesus makes statements like, “I am the way, the truth, the life.” Or, “I’m the

vine, you are the branches.” When the crowd mentions, “Come on, Jesus, use your wonder-working

power to make us some more bread to eat,” Jesus replies, “I am bread come down from heaven.” 

I can think of a number of reasons why Jesus speaks of himself using these poetic metaphors. 
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Why do we resort to symbolic, metaphorical speech in everyday conversation? Whenever we

are trying to talk about something that is very difficult to describe, something or someone so

remarkable, so beyond the bounds of our usual experience, we resort to using similes, metaphors,

poetic images, not because we are trying to confuse people but rather because we are trying to help

them see and understand. 

For instance, I might say of Rob Jones, “Oh, Rob, he’s a real ball of fire.” You say, “Oh, I see.

He’s full of energy, determination, constantly on the move?” 

“Right! That’s Rob.” 

The metaphor, rather than make obscure, clarifies, gets right to the heart of the true, deeper

meaning of this man’s personality. In fact, that’s the meaning of the word metaphor: a word or an

expression that throws light on something. 

Sometimes we apply these poetic images to ourselves. 

“Let’s go to Susan’s party together!” you say. 

I respond, “Oh, I’m pretty much a wallflower, a lone wolf.” Now sure, I wouldn’t actually say

that about myself, but if I did, there’s a sense in which those few words encapsulate everything you

need to know about me, say more than many more words could say. 

The crowd clambering after Jesus has been treated to a miraculous feeding. Jesus has

produced enough bread for them to satisfy the hunger of a vast multitude. Wow. That’s impressive.

Jesus must be some kind of magician. 

“More bread!” they cry. “Go ahead Mr. Wonder Worker, do another trick for us.” 

In response Jesus says not, “I’m about more important business than entertaining you or

fulfilling all of your bodily needs.” Jesus says, “I’m the bread of life come down from heaven.” 

Another reason why we use metaphors, similes, hyperboles, symbolic speech is that these
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more poetic expressions enable our speech to go deeper, making it possible for us to say more than

more prosaic, literal speech can say. 

I ask, “You want to go to Susan’s party with me?” 

You respond, “Right on!” I get the point. You have just revealed to me your innermost feelings

and thoughts with just two words even though those two words make no literal sense. I say, “Rob’s a

real ball of fire.” 

You say, “Right on! Just the right person to hire for my new business.” 

Lovers often speak in poetry because the intensity and depth of their love is just too deep for

mere prosaic speech. Poetry is language put in service of more than the mere conveying of accurate

information. Poetry engages, stirs the imagination, touches the heart, teaches more deeply than the

head can know. 

I say, “You are my sweetie pie, my honey bun,” and you say, “I’m not a dessert, I’m a person.

Speak plainly to me!” 

People who lack imagination or who are not in love don’t care much for poetic, metaphorical

speech. They hear the vivid expression, the picturesque way of saying things, but see, hear nothing

more than an absurd expression that says nothing. 

That’s sort of the way it was for the crowds around Jesus that day. Somebody said, “There’s a

magician going through town who is doing some amazing bread tricks. Come on, let’s go see what

he’s got!” 

Jesus performs an act of overflowing compassion, giving bread to hungry people, but the

recipients of his compassion come to the wrong conclusions about him and his work. They think that

Jesus is here to fulfill some of our material needs, to give us what we want, to run errands for us. He

replies majestically, “I am the bread of life come down from heaven. If you eat this bread, you will
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never hunger. You will have eternal life.” 

And hearing Jesus, they hear nothing. Lacking imagination, they respond with confusion,

anger, and disrespect. 

It is not much different today. Many hear of Jesus and are driven to question what they hear.

How did he do all those miraculous things? Surely, he was just a man; no one could walk on water

nor feed five thousand people with a few scraps of food. The writer must be exaggerating; the story

reveals more myth than man. They question what they see. Surely the church is nothing more than

self-deluded people. 

People in our culture tend to judge other people, all experiences and events on the basis of,

“What will this do for me? What can I get out of this?” They look at Jesus and think much the same.

“Jesus, give me that I think I most need to be fulfilled in life.” Give me bread, Mr. Magician. 

Seeing they don’t see, hearing they don’t hear. 

John says that after this exchange, some of Jesus’ followers no longer traveled with him.

Whomever it was they thought they needed to know, to give their lives to, it wasn’t Jesus. 

The sermons and signs of Jesus seemed to have repulsed and turned away more people than

he won. “I just don’t get it,” they muttered as they walked away. 

And yet, here’s the irony of this Sunday’s gospel. While they didn’t get who Jesus really is; we

do. They heard his teaching and were confused and mystified by what he said; we hear Jesus speak

and we say, in effect, “Here are the words of eternal life.” 

You and I have been let in on the secret. We know the end of the story. To us has been given

the ability (and I think it is indeed a gift and not our own achievement) of knowing the deeper,

life-changing meaning behind the words. 

Why are you here in worship on this August morning, when you could be elsewhere? You are
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here, in great part, because you have seen, you have heard Jesus say, “I am the bread of life, feed

on me.” 

Faith in Jesus is not something to be measured or calculated. It isn’t an algebraic equation

with so many miracles equaling so much of a savior. It isn’t a matter of knowing Jesus’ parents or

discovering his historic identity. Faith is trusting in the poetry that says Jesus is more than you can

wrap your mind around. He is the Word that can never be fully spoken. He is bread that will not just

feed your body but will eternally nourish your soul. 

Faith takes imagination. It takes a heart that is open to see what the mind cannot. “I am the

bread of life,” Jesus said. If this is true, what does it mean? It means that your soul will never be

satisfied with the things that fill your belly. No food, no loved one, no job, no wealth, no success, no

fulfillment, will satisfy a lover of poetry. The open heart will understand when Jesus says that he is

the Good Shepherd, the Vine, the door of  the sheepfold, the Way, the Truth, and the Life. The open

heart will be moved by a world in need because it sees beyond the surface. It sees the face of Jesus

in every person who is poor or ill, is naked or in prison. The open heart will be moved and

transformed by the message of the poet.  — Clayton Schmidt 

And then we can say, “Yes. Jesus, I know who you are and where you are going. I want to

feed upon your words, to live by your truth, to make God’s reign come here on earth.” Thanks be to

God. Amen. 
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